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the portion which remained in the pot, poured into the bicker

of the fresh-mall, porridge very much akin to a pickle. Both

entered the barrack sharply set for breakfast, and sat down

each to his meal; and both at the first spoonful dropped their

spoon. "A ramming to the cook!' cried the one,-" he has

given in porridge without salt !" "A ramming to the cook !"

roared out the other,-" he has given me porridge like brine 1"

You see lads," said the cook, stepping out into the middle of

the floor, with the air of a much-injured orator,-" you see,

lads, what matters have come to at last; there is the very pot

in winch I made in one mess the porridge in both their bickers.

I don't think we should bear this any longer; we have all had

our turn of it, though mine happens to 1)0 the worst ; and I

now move that these two fellows be rammed;' No sooner said

than done. There was a terrible struggling, and a burning

sense of injustice; but no single man in the barrack was match

for half-a-dozen of the others. The disputant; too, instead of

making common cause together, were prepared to assist in

i'aminiiig each the other ; and so rammed they both were.

And at length, when the details of the stratagem caine out,

the cook-by escaping for half an hour into the neighboring

wood, and concealing himself there, like some political exile

under ban of the Government-succeeded in. escaping the

merited punishment.
The cause of justic2 was never, I found, in greater danger

in our little community, than when a culprit succeeded in get

ting the laughers on his side. I have said that I became a

not very bad baker. Still less and less sorely, as I improved
in this useful art., did my cakes try the failing teeth of my
master, until at length they became crisp and nice ; and he

began to find that my new accomplishment was working se

rious effects upon the contents of his meal-chest. With a

keenly whet appetite, and in vigorous health, I was eating a

great deal of bread; and, after a good deal of grumbling, he

at length laid it down as law that I should restrict myselffor

the future to two cakes per week. I at oiice agreed; but the

genal barrack, to whose cars some of my master's remon
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